Abstract. Short sales are regarded as negative purchases in textbook asset pricing theory. In reality, however, the symmetry between purchases and short sales is broken by a variety of costs and risks peculiar to the latter. We formulate an optimal stopping model in which the decision to cover a short position is affected by two short sale-specific frictions-margin risk and recall risk. Margin risk refers to the fact that short sales are collateralised transactions, which means that short sellers may be forced to close out their positions involuntarily if they cannot fund margin calls. Recall risk refers to a peculiarity of the stock lending market, which permits lenders to recall borrowed stock at any time, once again triggering involuntary close-outs. We examine the effect of these frictions on the optimal close-out strategy and quantify the loss of value resulting from each. Our results show that realistic short selling constraints have a dramatic impact on the optimal behaviour of a short seller, and are responsible for a substantial loss of value relative to the first-best situation without them. This has implications for many familiar no-arbitrage identities, which are predicated on the assumption of unfettered short selling.
Introduction
Short sales facilitate negative exposures to financial securities. The salient features of a short sale in the equity market may be summarised as follows. 1 First, a prospective short seller identifies a willing lender of the desired stock. He then borrows the stock, sells it in the market, and posts collateral equal to its market value plus a haircut with the lender. 2 The collateral is marked to market daily, so that an increase in the stock price prompts a margin call for more collateral, while a decrease entitles the short seller to withdraw some collateral. The lender invests the collateral at the prevailing interest rate, and pays part of the resulting income to the short seller, in the form of a negotiated rebate. 3 In return, the short seller compensates the lender for the dividends forgone during the life of the loan. To complete the transaction, the short seller repurchases the stock, and returns it to the lender. Although this is likely to occur at the short seller's discretion, stock loan contracts generally include a recall provision that permits lenders to force short sellers to liquidate their positions involuntarily.
The previous overview highlights several costs and risks associated with short sales, which have no counterparts when stocks are purchased. First, short sellers may incur search costs, since the process of identifying willing lenders can be expensive. Second, the lending fees associated with stock loans impose a cost on short sellers that can be quite significant. Third, short sellers are exposed to margin risk, due to the possibility that successive increases in the price of borrowed stock may generate margin calls that eventually exhaust their collateral budgets. Finally, short sellers face recall risk, since lenders may recall borrowed stock at any time. Collectively, these frictions are referred to as short selling constraints.
Short selling constraints can have dramatic implications for textbook no-arbitrage relationships, since arbitrage portfolios invariably contain long and short positions. For example, Lamont and Thaler (2003) highlight the role of short selling constraints in preventing the correction of mispriced equity carve-outs, while Mitchell et al. (2002) identify their effect when a company trades at a discount relative to its subsidiaries. Short selling constraints have also been implicated in mispriced equity index futures by Fung and Draper (1999) , and in put-call parity violations by Ofek et al. (2004) .
We focus on margin risk and recall risk. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) first revealed the importance of margin risk as a limit to arbitrage, by demonstrating that a hedge fund may be forced to close out a theoretically profitable arbitrage trade in a loss-making position, if interim losses trigger sufficient investor withdrawals to compromise the fund's ability to meet its margin calls. Liu and Longstaff (2004) further reinforced the intuition that margin risk detracts from the attractiveness of arbitrage, by showing that a collateral-constrained risk-averse trader will underinvest in arbitrage opportunities, due to the possibility that the margin calls arising from interim losses may exhaust his collateral budget before he realises a profit.
As for the impact of recall risk, the empirical study by Chuprinin and Ruf (2017) found that recalls induce profit sharing between short sellers and stock lenders, by forcing the former to liquidate otherwise profitable short positions prematurely. They estimated that informed short sellers lose around 20% of their first-best profits due to recalls, indicating that recall risk is an economically significant short selling constraint. Engelberg et al. (2018) provided further implicit evidence on the impact of recall risk, by demonstrating that deviations between spot and put-call parity-implied stock prices increase with option maturity. This suggests that short selling constraints intensify as the time-horizon of trading strategies involving short positions increases, consistent with the nature of recall risk.
To understand the impact of margin risk and recall risk on short sales, we formulate an optimal stopping problem where a trader must decide when to close out a short position initiated at time zero. To capture the effect of margin risk, we assume that the trader has a limited collateral budget to fund margin calls, while recall risk is modelled by assuming that forced close out due to stock recall occurs at some independent random time. The collateral constraint introduces a knock-out barrier above the initial stock price, at a level determined by the collateral budget. Immediate close out occurs when the stock price reaches this barrier, since the available collateral will have been depleted by then. The existence of a knock-out barrier whose location is determined by the initial stock price is a novel feature of the optimal stopping problem studied here. The possibility of early recall further complicates the analysis, by inserting an inhomogeneous term in the associated free-boundary problem. Together, these features produce an optimal stopping problem that is interesting in its own right.
Our economic analysis confirms that margin risk and recall risk have a dramatic impact on the value of a short sale and the optimal close-out strategy, effectively driving a wedge between the solutions to the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems. The size of the effect is very sensitive to the drift of the stock price, which creates a practical challenge due to the difficulty of estimating that parameter accurately. These frictions are responsible for other surprising effects, as well. For example, unlike the case with unconstrained short sales, the value of the constrained short position is non-monotonic with respect to the volatility of the stock price. It is also an increasing function of the discount rate when the stock price has positive drift, whereas the value of the unconstrained short position is always monotonically decreasing with respect to the discount rate. The underlying intuitions behind these counterintuitive effects are quite subtle, and are discussed at length in our economic analysis.
This paper falls within an established literature on optimal stopping models for the related optimal margin lending problem (see e.g. Cai and Sun 2014 , Dai and Xu 2011 , Ekström and Wanntorp 2008 , Grasselli and Gómez 2013 , Liang et al. 2010 , Liu and Xu 2010 , Siu et al. 2016 , Wong and Wong 2013 , Xia and Zhou 2007 , Xu and Yi 2019 , Yan et al. 2019 , Zhang and Zhou 2009 ). In the case of a margin loan (also known as a stock loan), an investor borrows money from a bank to purchase stock, which the bank then holds as collateral. A fall in the stock price decreases the value of the collateral, triggering a margin call. If the investor fails to meet the margin call, the bank sells the stock to cover the loan. The investor's problem is to choose the optimal time to sell the stock and settle the loan. The similarity between short sales and margin loans rests on the fact that both are collateralised transactions, in which margin risk plays a prominent role. However, in contrast to short sales, margin loans are not exposed to recall risk and other short selling constraints.
Compared to the margin lending problem, optimal short selling has received little attention, with the recent studies by Chung and Tanaka (2015) and Chung (2016) appearing to be the only exceptions. Those articles consider the situation of a trader who must choose when to close out a short position, subject to lending fees, recall risk and liquidity risk. Our model differs from the models presented in those studies, in terms of which constraints are considered. Specifically, while they ignore margin risk (which is an important short sale-specific constraint), we are not concerned with liquidity risk (which is not a short sale-specific friction). As a result, our analysis offers different economic insights.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 models the price of a non-dividend-paying stock as a geometric Brownian motion and recalls several facts about such processes. The problem of when to close out a short position in the stock, in the presence of margin risk and recall risk, is then formulated as an optimal stopping problem. Section 3 derives and solves a free-boundary problem for a simpler optimal stopping problem, and uses the equation for the free boundary to identify seven qualitatively different parameter regimes. The analysis in this section revolves around identifying the roots of a complicated non-linear function, whose behaviour is highly dependent on the parameter regime (see Figure 3 .1). Section 4 presents candidate value functions and optimal stopping strategies for the simpler problem, under each parameter regime, and verifies that they do in fact solve it. In Section 5, those solutions are used to construct the solution to the original optimal short selling problem. Finally, Section 6 offers some economic insights, by examining the dependence of the optimal close-out policy and the value function on the model parameters.
Short Selling as an Optimal Stopping Problem
2.1. Modelling the price of a non-dividend-paying stock. Let B = (B t ) t≥0 be a standard Brownian motion on a complete filtered probability space (Ω, F , F, P), whose filtration F = (F t ) t≥0 satisfies the usual conditions of right continuity and completion by the null-sets of F . We consider a non-dividend-paying stock, whose price X = (X t ) t≥0 is modelled as the unique strong solution to the stochastic differential equation
for all t ≥ 0, where X 0 ∈ (0, ∞), µ ∈ R and σ ∈ (0, ∞). That is to say, we model the stock price as a geometric Brownian motion. This process is characterised by its scale function and speed measure
for all x ∈ (0, ∞), where ν := µ /σ 2 − 1 /2 (see Borodin and Salminen 2002, Appendix 1.20) . Given α > 0, let φ α , ψ α ∈ C 2 (0, ∞) denote the unique (up to multiplication by a positive scalar) decreasing and increasing solutions, respectively, to the second-order ordinary differential equation
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). These solutions are given explicitly by
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). Differentiating these expressions gives
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). It follows from (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) that the Wronskian
is independent of x ∈ (0, ∞) (see Borodin and Salminen 2002, Appendix 1.20) . Let S denote the family of all F-stopping times. These include the first-exit timeŝ
for all z ∈ (0, ∞), whose Laplace transforms are given by 7a) and 7b) for all α > 0 and all x, z ∈ (0, ∞) (see Borodin and Salminen 2002, Section II.10) . As usual, E x ( · ) denotes the expected value operator with respect to the probability measure P x , under which X 0 = x.
2.2. The optimal time to close out a short sale. We consider a trader with collateral budget c ≥ 0, who sells the stock short at time zero. Forced close-out of his position due to collateral exhaustion occurs when the price of the stock first exceeds its initial price by more than his budgeted collateral. We denote this stopping time by
In other words, at time ζ the stock price will be high enough to ensure that the trader will have spent his entire collateral budget on margin calls. Involuntary close-out of the short sale due to stock recall occurs at an exponentially distributed random time ρ ∼ Exp(λ), where λ > 0 is the recall intensity. The recall time is assumed to be F -measurable and independent of F ∞ := t≥0 F t , which is to say that the recall event is independent of the stock price. Hence, the distribution of the recall time is given by
for all t ≥ 0 and all x ∈ (0, ∞). We model recall as an independent random event to capture the intuition that the lender may recall the stock at any time.
To simplify the analysis (and because it corresponds to a case of particular interest), we restrict our attention to the situation when the rebate rate on the stock loan is zero. That is to say, we assume that the stock lending fee is identical to the prevailing interest rate r ≥ 0.
4 This implies that the trader does not earn a return on the balance of his margin account, which initially contains the proceeds from borrowing the stock and selling it in the market. Hence, if the trader initiates the short sale at time zero and closes it out at time t ≥ 0, the present value of his profit is e −rt (X 0 − X t ). His objective is to repurchase the stock at a time that maximises the expected value of his profit, in present value terms, subject to the frictions outlined above. This gives rise to the following optimal stopping problem: 9) for all x ∈ (0, ∞). Figure 2 .1 illustrates Problem (2.9), by giving an example of a stock price path where the trader closes out the short position optimally, as well as examples of paths where the short sale is closed out involuntarily due to collateral exhaustion and recall.
A Simpler Optimal Stopping Problem
3.1. Fixing the collateral exhaustion level. Optimal stopping problems for diffusions are often solved by reformulating them as free-boundary problems. This approach is not directly applicable to Problem (2.9), however, since the collateral exhaustion time (2.8) depends on the initial stock price. To overcome this difficulty, we formulate a simpler problem, where forced liquidation due to collateral exhaustion occurs as soon as the stock price exceeds some fixed level κ > 0 by the collateral budget, rather than when it first exceeds its initial price by the collateral budget. Formally, we modify Problem (2.9) as follows:
In the equity lending market, stocks with high lending fees are referred to as special stocks. The lending fees of some so-called extremely special stocks are so high that their rebate rates are negligible or even negative (see D'Avolio 2002). The lower (green) path illustrates the case when the short sale is closed out optimally at time τ * , which is the first time the stock price reaches a putative optimal close-out threshold z * . (At this stage we do not know that the optimal close-out strategy is a threshold strategy, but we shall demonstrate that this is indeed the case.) The upper (red) path illustrates the case when the short sale is closed out due to collateral exhaustion at time ζ, which is the first time the stock price exceeds its initial value x by the collateral budget c. The middle (blue) path illustrates the case when the short sale is closed out due to stock recall at a random time ρ.
for all x ∈ (0, ∞), where
Hence, a solution to Problem (2.9) can be constructed from a solution to Problem (3.1).
3.2. An associated free-boundary problem. The time-homogeneity of Problem (3.1) leads us to conjecture that the optimal stopping time for that problem is a threshold time. That is to say, it is the first timeτ z * the stock price crosses some threshold z * ∈ (0, κ+c) from above. If that is true, we may be able to solve Problem (3.1) by solving the following free-boundary problem for z * ∈ (0, κ + c) and
(see Peskir and Shiryaev 2006, Chapter III) :
for all x ∈ (z * , κ + c);
In other words, z * ∈ (0, κ + c) and " V ∈ C(0, ∞) ∩ C 2 (z * , κ + c) must satisfy the ordinary differential equation (3.2a) in the continuation region (z * , κ + c), the instantaneous stopping condition (3.2b) in the stopping region (0, z * ] ∪ [κ + c, ∞), and the smooth pasting condition (3.2c) at the free boundary z * .
To analyse Problem (3.2), we first assume that it admits a solution, consisting of a boundary z * ∈ (0, κ + c) and a function " V ∈ C(0, ∞) ∩ C 2 (z * , κ + c). The latter may be expressed in terms of the general solution to the homogeneous equation (2.3), with α = λ + r, and a particular solution v ∈ C 2 (0, ∞) to the inhomogeneous equation (3.2a), as follows:
for all x ∈ (z * , κ + c), where A, B ∈ R are constants. Letting x ↓ z * and x ↑ κ + c in (3.3), and substituting the resulting expressions for " V (z * ) and " V (κ + c) into (3.2b), produces the equations
which can be solved to give
.
When these expressions are inserted into (3.3), we obtain
for all x ∈ (z * , κ + c). Substituting the derivative of this expression into (3.2c) produces the following implicit characterisation of the free boundary z * ∈ (0, κ + c):
Finally, given α > 0, recall that the resolvent operator R α acts on suitable functions g : (0, ∞) → R as follows:
for all x ∈ (0, ∞) (see Borodin and Salminen 2002, Section I.7) . Moreover, R α g satisfies the ordinary differential equation
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). By comparing this equation with (3.2a), we see that the particular solution to the latter equation is given by 6) for all x ∈ (0, ∞).
3.3. Identifying the parameter regimes. The previous analysis demonstrates that the existence of a solution z * ∈ (0, κ + c) to (3.5) is necessary for Problem (3.2) to admit a solution. Conversely, the function "
the ordinary differential equation (3.2a), as well as the boundary conditions (3.2b) and (3.2c), if z * ∈ (0, κ + c) satisfies (3.5). Hence, Problem (3.2) admits a unique solution if and only if the free-boundary equation (3.5) admits a unique solution z * ∈ (0, κ + c).
We shall now investigate the solutions to this equation in detail.
To begin with, consider the function H ∈ C 2 (0, ∞), given by
for all z ∈ (0, ∞), where w λ+r is the Wronskian (2.6) and F, G ∈ C 2 (0, ∞) are given by
for all z ∈ (0, ∞). It follows that z * ∈ (0, κ + c) satisfies (3.5) if and only if H(z * ) = 0, by virtue of the identity
for all z ∈ (0, ∞). Now, observe that
for all z ∈ (0, ∞), where the first equality follows from the identity s
(see Borodin and Salminen 2002, Section II.9) , the second equality follows from the fact that G satisfies (2.3) with α = λ + r, and the final equality follows since v satisfies
. That is to say, H has a root at κ + c, which is also a stationary point. However, κ + c is not a solution to (3.5), since the left-hand side of that equation is not well-defined if z * = κ + c. Next, since φ λ+r and ψ λ+r are strictly decreasing and increasing, respectively, it follows that G is strictly increasing. Hence, G(z) < 0, for all z ∈ (0, κ + c);
The next proposition uses the previous observations to give a complete description of the roots of H. In so doing, it identifies seven parameter regimes that will prove useful for organising the solution to Problem (3.1) in Section 4. then the root at κ + c is unique, and is also the global minimum point of H.
Proof. (a): Suppose Condition (3.7a) holds, in which case
Combined with the properties of G and s ′ described earlier, this implies that
In particular, H has stationary points atz and κ + c, with former being a local minimum and the latter being a local maximum. Since H(κ + c) = 0 and H is strictly increasing over (z, κ + c), it follows that H(z) < 0. Furthermore, H(κ + c) = 0 rules out the existence of roots in the intervals (z, κ + c) and (κ + c, ∞), since H is strictly increasing over the former interval and strictly decreasing over the latter interval. Finally, we use (2.5) to write
by virtue of (2.2) and (2.4), it follows that H(0+) = ∞.
5 This, in turn, ensures the existence of a unique root z 0 ∈ (0,z), since H is strictly decreasing over (0,z), with H(z) < 0.
Combined with the properties of G and s ′ described earlier, this
. That is to say, H is strictly decreasing over (0, κ + c) and (κ + c, ∞), with an inflection point at κ + c. Since H(κ + c) = 0, it follows that κ + c is the only root of H. 
In particular, H has stationary points at κ + c andz, with former being a local minimum and the latter being a local maximum. Since H(κ + c) = 0 and H is strictly increasing over (κ + c,z), it follows that H(z) > 0. Furthermore, H(κ + c) = 0 rules out the existence of roots in the intervals (0, κ + c) and (κ + c,z), since H is strictly decreasing over the former interval and strictly increasing over the latter interval. Finally, we use (2.5) to write
Note that the values for the two limits above can also be inferred from the fact that the origin is a natural boundary for X (see Borodin and Salminen 2002, Section II.10 ).
for all z ∈ (0, ∞). Note that
σ 2 since µ < r < λ + r, from which it follows that ν 2 + 2(λ + r) σ 2 > ν + 1.
(3.8)
Consequently,
Moreover, (2.2) and (2.4) give
where the first limit follows from (3.8). Putting all of this together gives H(∞−) = −∞. This, in turn, ensures the existence of a unique root z 0 ∈ (z, ∞), since H is strictly decreasing over (z, ∞) with H(z) > 0.
. That is to say, H achieves a unique global minimum at κ + c. Moreover, since H(κ + c) = 0, it follows that H(z) > 0, for all z ∈ (0, κ + c) ∪ (κ + c, ∞). In other words, H has a unique root at κ + c.
(e) Suppose Condition (3.7e) holds. Then rκ + (µ − r)z = µz < 0, for all z ∈ (0, ∞). Combined with the properties of G and s ′ described earlier, this implies that
. That is to say, H achieves a unique global maximum at κ + c. Since H(κ + c) = 0, it follows that κ + c is the only root of H.
. That is to say, H achieves a unique global minimum at κ + c. Since H(κ + c) = 0, it follows that κ + c is the only root of H. .1(a) shows that H has a local minimum at κc /(r − µ) ∈ (0, κ + c) and a local maximum at κ + c, if Condition (3.7a) holds. The latter point is also a root, and there is a second root at some point z 0 ∈ (0, rκ /(r − µ)). Figure 3 .1(b) shows that H has a unique root at κ + c, which is also an inflection point, if Condition (3.7b) holds. Figure 3 .1(c) illustrates the situation when Condition (3.7c) holds, in which case H has a local minimum at κ + c and a local maximum at rκ /(r − µ) ∈ (κ + c, ∞). The former point is also a root, and the function has a second root at some point z 0 ∈ ( rκ /(r − µ), ∞). Figure 3 .1(d) shows that H has a global minimum at κ + c, if Condition (3.7d) holds, in which case that point is the only root. In Figure 3 .1(e) we see that H has a global maximum at κ + c, if Condition (3.7e) holds, and that point is also the only root. Next, Figure 3 .1(f) shows that H is identically zero, if Condition (3.7f) holds. Finally, Figure 3 .1(g) illustrates the situation under Condition (3.7g), in which case κ + c is the global minimum point of H, as well as the only root of the function.
Solution and Verification for the Simpler Problem
4.1. Constructing candidate solutions. By analysing Proposition 3.1, we can guess the optimal stopping policy for Problem (3.1), under each of the parameter regimes identified there. Based on those guesses, we can derive expressions for the candidate value function under each regime.
First, if Condition (3.7a) holds, Problem (3.2) admits a unique solution, comprising a free boundary z * ∈ (0, κ+c) and a function " V ∈ C(0, ∞)∩C 2 (z * , κ+c). In detail, z * := z 0 satisfies the free boundary equation (3.5), where z 0 ∈ (0, rκ /(r − µ)) ⊂ (0, κ+c) is the root of H, whose existence was established by Proposition 3.1(a), while " V is determined by (3.4) over (z * , κ + c) and
We speculate that z * is the optimal stopping threshold for Problem (3.1) and " V is the corresponding value function. This is economically plausible, since it implies that Problem (3.1) has a unique non-trivial solution when the drift rate of the stock price is less than the threshold rc /(κ + c) and the discount rate is positive. A low drift rate ensures that there may be some value in waiting for the stock price to fall before closing out the short position (i.e. immediate stopping is not always optimal), while a positive discount rate ensures that the short seller should not wait forever.
The following lemma derives a lower bound for the candidate value function specified above. It will be used to prove Theorem 4.3(a), which establishes that the candidate value function and the associated candidate optimal stopping threshold do indeed solve Problem (3.1) under Condition (3.7a).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose Condition (3.7a) holds. Let z * := z 0 ∈ (0, rκ /(r − µ)) ⊂ (0, κ + c) be the unique solution to (3.5), whose existence is established by Proposition 3.1(a), and let
for all x ∈ (z * , κ + c), by virtue of (3.2a). In particular,
Figure 3.1. Graphs of H under the seven parameter regimes in Proposition 3.1. since U(z * +) = U(z * ) = 0 and U ′ (z * +) = 0, due to (3.2b), (3.2c) and the continuity of " V , and since z * < rκ /(r − µ). So, U ′′ (z * +) > 0, which together with
whence U has a positive maximum over [z * , x], which is realised either at an interior point of the interval or at the right end-point. However, given any x ∈ (z * , rκ /(r − µ)],
Based on this differential inequality, the maximum principle (see Protter and Weinberger 1967, Theorem 1. 3) asserts that U cannot realise its maximum in the interior of [z * , x], for any x ∈ (z * , rκ /(r − µ)], since it is a non-constant function with a non-negative maximum over the interval. Consequently,
by virtue of (3.2b). That is to say, −U has a non-negative maximum over [
which is realised either at an interior point of the interval or at the right end-point, since we have already established that −U( rκ /(r − µ)) < 0. Another application of (4.1)
for all x ∈ ( rκ /(r − µ), κ+c). Once again, the maximum principle ensures that −U cannot achieve its maximum in the interior of [ rκ /(r − µ), κ+c], since it is a non-constant function with a non-negative maximum over the interval. It follows that −U must have a unique maximum at the right end-point of the interval, which implies that U(x) > U(κ+c) = 0, for all x ∈ [ rκ /(r − µ), κ + c). .1 plots the function U defined in Lemma 4.1, using parameter values that satisfy Condition (3.7a). We observe that U(x) ≥ 0, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), which is to 
which is not unexpected, since Problem (3.2) does not impose a continuity requirement on " V ′′ at z * . If Condition (3.7b) holds, H has a single root at κ + c, according to Proposition 3.1(b).
This implies that the free boundary equation (3.5) does not admit a solution, whence Problem (3.2) does not admit a solution either. However, the upper bound for the root z 0 ∈ (0, rκ /(r − µ)) ⊂ (0, κ + c) of H, which exists under Condition (3.7a), satisfies rκ /(r − µ) ↑ κ + c as µ ↑ rc /(κ + c), for any given r > 0. This suggests that the root itself may satisfy z 0 ↑ κ + c as µ ↑ rc /(κ + c). Since that root is the candidate optimal stopping threshold for Problem (3.1), under Condition (3.7a), z * := κ + c is the natural candidate optimal stopping threshold, under Condition (3.7b). The candidate value function
interpretation is that the short seller should close out his position immediately, if the drift rate of the stock price is equals the threshold rc /(κ + c) and the discount rate is positive. In that case, waiting for the stock price to fall is suboptimal, since it is expected to increase too quickly.
Next, suppose Condition (3.7c) holds. In that case, Proposition 3.1(c) ensures that H possesses a root z 0 ∈ ( rκ /(r − µ), ∞) ⊂ (κ+c, ∞), which is also the unique solution to the free boundary equation (3.5). Sinceτ z 0 ∧τ κ+c = 0 P x -a.s., for all x ∈ (0, ∞), we speculate that Problem (3.1) is solved by stopping immediately, in which case z * := κ + c is the natural candidate for the optimal stopping threshold. The candidate value function
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). This seems economically reasonable, since it suggests that the short seller should close out his position immediately if the drift rate of the stock price is large enough, relative to the discount rate, and the discount rate is positive. In other words, waiting for a fall in the stock price destroys value if the stock price is expected to appreciate at a high enough rate.
The same economic logic applies to the situation when Condition (3.7d) holds, in which case the drift rate of the stock price is even higher relative to the discount rate.
Once again, we surmise that the optimal stopping threshold is z * := κ + c and the value
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). Next, fix µ < 0, and observe that rκ /(r − µ) ↓ 0 as r ↓ 0, which implies that z 0 ↓ 0 as r ↓ 0, where z 0 ∈ (0, rκ /(r − µ)) is the root of H in Proposition 3.1(a). Based on the discussion of the situation when Condition (3.7a) holds, this suggests that the optimal stopping threshold is z * := 0 when Condition (3.7e) holds, in which caseτ z * = ∞, since the origin is a natural boundary for X. Economically, this captures the intuition that it is never optimal for the short seller to close out voluntarily when the drift rate of the stock price is negative and the discount rate is zero, since the stock price is expected to decline over time and the opportunity cost of not realising an early profit is zero.
Based on the argument above, we obtain the following expression for the candidate value function "
,
for all x ∈ (0, κ + c), and " V (x) = κ − x, for all x ∈ [κ + c, ∞). The third equality above follows from the fact that exponential random variables are almost surely finite, which implies that 1 {τ κ+c ≤ρ} Xτ κ+c = 1 {τ κ+c ≤ρ} (κ + c), for all x ∈ (0, κ + c). Also note that the expressions Xτ κ+c +s , for s ≥ 0, in the fourth to sixth lines are well-defined, since e −λτ κ+c = 1 {τ κ+c <∞} e −λτ κ+c . Finally, the sixth and ninth equalities employ the Laplace transform identity (2.7b).
The following lemma derives a lower bound for the candidate value function derived above. It is used in the proof of Theorem 4.3(e) to show that the candidate value function and the associated candidate optimal stopping threshold solve Problem (3.1) under Condition (3.7e).
Lemma 4.2. Suppose Condition (3.7e) holds, and let
, for all x ∈ (0, ∞). We shall demonstrate that U(x) > 0, for all x ∈ (0, κ + c). To begin with, note that µ < 0 ensures that ν < − 1 /2. Consequently, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), by virtue of (2.5). That is to say, the function (0, ∞) ∋ x → ψ λ (x) /x is monotonically increasing. Finally, an application of (4.3) gives
Figure 4.2 plots the function U defined in Lemma 4.2, using parameter values that satisfy Condition (3.7e). We observe that U(x) ≥ 0, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), which is to say that the candidate value function satisfies " V (x) > κ − x, for all x ∈ (0, κ + c). The kink in U at κ + c indicates that the " V is not differentiable at that point. This can be seen directly by differentiating (4.3) to get
by virtue of (4.4) and since µ < 0. According to Proposition 3.1(f), H is identically zero if Condition (3.7f) holds, which intimates that Problem 3.1 does not admit a uniquely determined optimal stopping threshold in that case. Indeed, it follows from (3.6) that v(x) = κ − x, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), under Condition (3.7f), whence every point in (0, κ + c) satisfies the free boundary equation (3.5). This suggests that any stopping time solves Problem 3.1, in which case it is most convenient to choose immediate stopping. Hence, the candidate optimal stopping threshold is z * = κ + c, under Condition (3.7f), and the candidate value
The economic interpretation is that the short seller is indifferent about when to close out his position when the drift rate of the stock price and the discount rate are both zero. In particular, waiting offers no advantage, since the stock price is not expected to decline, but waiting also imposes no penalty, due to the zero discount rate.
Finally, note that Condition (3.7g) is the limiting case of Condition (3.7d), as r ↓ 0.
Consequently, since the candidate optimal stopping threshold under Condition (3.7d)
is z * := κ + c, and the candidate value function " V ∈ C 2 (0, ∞) is given by " V (x) := κ − x, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), we surmise that the same is true if Condition (3.7g) holds. The economic interpretation is that immediate close out is optimal if the drift rate of the stock price is positive and the discount rate is zero, since the stock price is expected to appreciate over time.
4.2. Verifying the candidate solutions. The next result confirms that the candidate optimal stopping policies and the candidate value functions proposed above do indeed solve Problem (3.1), under their associated parameter regimes.
Theorem 4.3. The optimal stopping time τ * ∈ S and the value function ‹ V ∈ C(0, ∞) for Problem (3.1) are given by τ * =τ z * and ‹ V = " V , where
Condition (3.7d) holds;
(e) z * = 0 and " V ∈ C(0, ∞) ∩ C 2 (0, κ + c) is determined by (4.3) over (0, κ + c) and Condition (3.7f) holds; and (g) 
Proof. (a): Suppose Condition (3.7a) holds, in which case z * ∈ (0, κ + c) is the unique solution to (3.5) and "
and "
, as remarked in the discussion following Lemma 4.1. Consequently, the standard Itô formula cannot be applied to the process
V (X t∧τ κ+c ).
inspection of (3.4). Hence, we may apply the local time-space formula of Peskir (2005) to the above-mentioned process, to get e −(λ+r)(t∧τ κ+c ) "
for all t ≥ 0, where the local time process ℓ z * (X) quantifies the time X spends in the immediate vicinity of z * (see Peskir and Shiryaev 2006, Section 3.5) . Note that the final term above is zero, since (3.2c) ensures that "
for all s ≥ 0, follow from the definition of " V . We therefore obtain e −(λ+r)(t∧τ κ+c ) "
for all t ≥ 0, where the inequality follows from
for all s ≥ 0, since Proposition 3.1(a) established that z * < rκ /(r − µ), together with
for all s ≥ 0, since " V satisfies (3.2a) over (z * , κ + c). Next, observe that " V ′ is bounded
. This is sufficient to ensure that the local martingale
is in fact a uniformly integrable martingale. Given an arbitrary stopping time τ ∈ S,
an application of the optional sampling theorem then yields
for all x ∈ (0, ∞), since Lemma 4.1 established that " V (x) ≥ κ − x. This implies that
is the unique solution to the Dirichlet problem with data (3.2a) and (3.2b), due to the stochastic representation theorem for the solutions to Dirichlet problems (for a precise formulation of the relevant result applicable to our setting, see Vigo-Aguiar et al. 2005, Theorem 1). Consequently, "
(3.2a) and (3.2b) by construction.
(b): Suppose Condition (3.7b) holds, in which case z * = κ + c and "
for all t ≥ 0. To justify the inequality above, note that
for all x ∈ (0, κ + c]. Note that the process
is a uniformly integrable martingale. Given an arbitrary stopping time τ ∈ S, an application of the optional stopping theorem then gives
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). This implies that " V (x) ≥ ‹ V (x), for all x ∈ (0, ∞). On the other hand,
(c): Suppose Condition (3.7c) holds, in which case z * = κ + c and "
V (x) = κ − x, for all x ∈ (0, ∞). The proof is identical to that of Part (b), except that in this case the inequality in (4.5) follows from
by virtue of the assumption that 0 < rc /(κ + c) < µ < r.
(d): Suppose Condition (3.7d) holds, in which case z * = κ + c and "
The proof is identical to that of Part (b), except that in this case the inequality in (4.5) follows from
for all x ∈ (0, ∞), by virtue of the assumption that µ ≥ r.
(e): Suppose Condition (3.7e) holds, in which case z * = 0 and "
We may therefore apply Itô's formula to get
for all t ≥ 0, where the final equality follows from
for all x ∈ (0, κ + c), by virtue of (4.3) and the fact that ψ λ satisfies (2.3). Next, observe that (4.3) gives "
0+) = 0 follows from (2.4) and (2.5).
Together with the previously established fact that "
, from which it follows that the local martingale
(f): Suppose Condition (3.7f) holds, in which case z * = κ + c and "
V (x) = −µx = 0, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), by virtue of the assumption that µ = 0. Note that the local martingale
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). This ensures that " V (x) = ‹ V (x), for all x ∈ (0, ∞).
(g): Suppose Condition (3.7g) holds, in which case z * = κ + c and "
V (x) = −µx < 0, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), by virtue of the assumption that µ > 0. Note that the local martingale
, for all x ∈ (0, ∞).
The Solution to the Short Selling Problem
5.1. The case when the discount rate is non-zero. As observed in Section 3, the optimal close-out time τ * ∈ S and the value function V ∈ C(0, ∞) for the original short selling problem (2.9) are determined by the solution to Problem (3.1), with κ set equal to the the initial stock price. The solution to that problem is presented in Theorem 4.3.
We begin by considering the case when r > 0. Given x ∈ (0, ∞), suppose (3.5), with κ := x, possesses a solution in the interval (0, x). That is to say, the free-boundary
(5.1) admits a solution z * ∈ (0, x). The optimal close-out time is then τ * =τ z * and the value function satisfies (3.4), with κ := x. In other words,
On the other hand, if (5.1) does not possess a solution in the interval (0, x), the optimal repurchase price is z * := x, which implies that the optimal close-out time is τ * =τ z * = 0 and the value function satisfies V (x) = 0.
5.2.
The case when the discount rate is zero. Next, we consider the situation when r = 0. If µ < 0, the optimal repurchase price is z * := 0, which implies that the optimal close-out time is τ * =τ z * = ∞ and the value function is obtained from (4.3), as follows:
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). On the other hand, if µ ≥ 0, the optimal repurchase price is z * := x, for all x ∈ (0, ∞), in which case the optimal close-out time is τ * =τ z * = 0 and the value function satisfies V (x) = 0.
The unconstrained problem when the discount rate is non-zero.
To assess the impact of the collateral constraint and the possibility of recall on Problem (2.9), it is useful to compare the optimal close-out time and value function for that problem with the corresponding data for the unconstrained short selling problem. That problem is obtained by letting c ↑ ∞ and λ ↓ 0, so that ζ = ∞ and ρ = ∞ P x -a.s., for all x ∈ (0, ∞).
Problem (2.9) then reduces to
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). We begin by considering the situation when r > 0. Letting c ↑ ∞ and λ ↓ 0 in (5.1) which follow by inspection of (3.6) and (2.4). Using those limits again, the previous identity provides the following explicit formula for the optimal close-out price for the unconstrained short selling problem:
for all x ∈ (0, ∞). Note that z * ∈ (0, x), for all x ∈ (0, ∞), which implies the optimal close-out time τ * =τ z * is both strictly positive and finite. In other words, immediate close-out and waiting forever are both suboptimal for the unconstrained short selling problem, if the discount rate is non-zero. Finally, letting c ↑ ∞ and λ ↓ 0 in (5.2) gives the following expression for the value function for the unconstrained short selling problem:
for all x ∈ (0, ∞), by virtue of the limits in (5.5), where z * is determined by (5.6). X t > 0 (see Karatzas and Shreve 1991, Exercise 5.5.31) . Hence, if µ < σ 2 /2, it follows that the optimal repurchase price is z * = 0, which implies that the optimal close-out time is τ * =τ z * = ∞ and the value function is given by V (x) = x, for all x ∈ (0, ∞). In other words, since the stock price eventually converges to zero in this case, and there is no penalty for waiting, it is optimal to wait forever. On the other hand, if µ = σ 2 /2 theň τ ε < ∞, for all ε > 0. In that case, the value function is given by V (x) = x, for all
5.4.
while V (x) ≤ x follows immediately from (5.4). There is, however, no optimal close-out policy in this case. That is to say, since the stock price gets arbitrarily close to zero, but does not converge to zero, every close-out policy can be improved upon. Finally, we consider the situation when µ > σ 2 /2, in which case X is a submartingale with terminal value X ∞ := X ∞− = ∞. It follows from the optional sampling theorem that E x (X τ ) ≥ x, for all x ∈ (0, ∞) and each τ ∈ S. Hence, given an initial stock price x ∈ (0, ∞), the optimal repurchase price is z * = x and the optimal close-out time is τ * =τ z * = 0, while the value function is given by V (x) = 0, for all x ∈ (0, ∞). In this case, the drift rate of the stock price is high enough for immediate close-out to be optimal.
6. Comparative Static Analysis 6.1. Methdology and parameter values. This section analyses the dependence of the optimal repurchase price and value function for the constrained short selling problem (2.9) on the model parameters. To assess the impact of margin risk and recall risk, we compare the solution to the constrained problem with the solution to the unconstrained problem (5.4). The solid red curves in the figures below illustrate the dependence of the optimal repurchase price and value function for the constrained short selling problem on one particular parameter, with the remaining parameters assigned fixed default values. The dashed blue curves plot the dependence of the optimal repurchase price and value function for the unconstrained problem on the same parameter.
The default parameter values are µ = ±0.02, σ = 0.3, r = 0.05, λ = 0.01, c = $50.00 and x = $1.00, and time is measured in years. 6 As we shall see, the solution to the constrained short selling problem is very sensitive to the sign of the drift rate of the stock price, which is why we consider the modest negative and positive drift scenarios µ = −0.02 and µ = 0.02. The default volatility σ = 0.3 is a reasonable proxy for observed equity implied volatilities, while the default discount rate r = 0.05 corresponds roughly to the cost of borrowing in a developed market. The default recall intensity λ = 0.01 implies that 1% of stock loans are recalled per year, on average, which is much lower than the observed frequency.
7 Finally, the default values c = $50.00 and x = $1.00 for the collateral budget and the initial stock price mean that after selling the stock for $1.00, the trader eventually runs out of collateral when the stock price reaches $51.00.
The default recall intensity and collateral budget were chosen to be conservative, to avoid overstating the impact of margin risk and recall risk on the short seller's problem.
Before we analyse the figures below in detail, we observe that the optimal repurchase price for the constrained short selling problem exceeds the optimal repurchase price for the unconstrained problem, in each case. In other words, the trader always chooses to close out earlier, when confronted with the possibility of involuntary close-out due to collateral exhaustion or early recall, than he would otherwise. This is because a more conservative strategy for the constrained problem reduces the likelihood of forced close-out, which usually results in a loss. Similarly, we observe that the value function for the unconstrained short selling problem dominates the value function for the constrained problem, in each case. The vertical distance between the two curves represents the loss in value due to the short selling constraints. 6.2. The impact of a change in the drift rate of the stock price. Figure 6 .1 plots the optimal repurchase price and value function for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, as functions of the drift rate of the stock price. In Figure 6 .1(a) we observe that the constrained and unconstrained optimal repurchase prices are very similar when the drift rate is negative, since forced close-out due to collateral exhaustion is unlikely if the stock price is expected to decline over time. However, the optimal close-out policies for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems diverge rapidly as the drift rate of the stock price increases beyond zero. In particular, immediate repurchase is optimal (z * = $1.00 = x) when µ > 0.03, in the case of the constrained problem (which means the trader will not sell the stock short in the first place), while immediate close-out is never optimal for the unconstrained problem. This is because there is a high likelihood that the constrained trader will run out of collateral and be forced to close-out in a loss-making position, if the drift rate of the stock price is that high, while the unconstrained trader has the luxury of waiting for the stock price to fall. To illustrate how dramatic the difference between the constrained and unconstrained close-out strategies can be when the drift rate of the stock price is positive, we observe that the optimal repurchase price for the constrained problem is z * = $1.00 when µ = 0.05, while the optimal repurchase price for the unconstrained problem is approximately z * = $0.53.
As expected, Figure 6 .1(b) shows that the loss in value due to margin risk and recall risk is relatively small when the drift rate of the stock price is negative. Since the stock price is expected decline over time in that case, the collateral constraint is unlikely 6 Note the values of c and λ are not relevant in the unconstrained case.
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In the broker data studied by D'Avolio (2002), around 2% of the stocks on loan were recalled per month. Figure 6.1. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the drift rate of the stock price, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems.
to bind. Hence, the only real effect is due to the likelihood of recall (which does not depend on the drift rate). By contrast, the likelihood of forced close-out due to collateral exhaustion has a substantial impact on the constrained value function as the drift rate of the stock price increases beyond zero, resulting in a large loss of value relative to the unconstrained problem. In particular, the value of the constrained short sale is zero when µ > 0.03, since the trader will not sell the stock short in the first place, while the value of the unconstrained short sale is always strictly positive. For example, the constrained short sale is valueless when µ = 0.05, while the value of the unconstrained short sale is approximately $0.23. Figure 6 .1 reveals that the constrained short selling problem is much more sensitive to the drift rate of the stock price than the unconstrained problem. For example, the optimal repurchase price for the constrained problem ranges between $0.24 and $1.00 in Figure 6 .1(a), while the optimal repurchase price for the unconstrained problem ranges between $0.24 and $0.65. Similarly, the value of the constrained short sale in Figure 6 .1(b) ranges between $0.00 and $0.46, while the value of the unconstrained short sale ranges between $0.16 and $0.49.
The enhanced sensitivity of the solution to the constrained short selling problem to the drift rate of the stock price is a source of fragility. Since estimates of the drift rate are accompanied by large standard errors, in practice, the trader is likely to misestimate it substantially, causing him to pursue a materially suboptimal close-out strategy. In detail, suppose the trader has observed the stock price at n ∈ N regular intervals over the period [0, T ], for some T > 0. The sequence of observed prices is thus (S i∆t ) 0≤i≤n , where ∆t := T /n. Based on those observations, the maximum likelihood estimatorμ of the drift rate is determined bŷ
(see Campbell et al. 1997, Section 9.3 .2), whencê
Hence, if the drift rate and volatility of the stock price are µ = 0.04 and σ = 0.3, respectively, and if the trader has 100 years of price data, the probability that he will estimate a non-positive drift rate is
where Z ∼ N (0, 1). With reference to Figure 6 .1(a), this implies that there is a 9%
chance the trader will sell the stock short and maintain the position until its price reaches some level below $0.45 (the optimal repurchase price for the constrained short sale when µ = 0), instead of correctly recognising that the drift rate is too high to sell it short in the first place. 8 6.3. The impact of a change in the volatility of the stock price. The dependence of the optimal repurchase price and value function on the volatility of the stock price, for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, is illustrated by Figure 6 .2, in the case when the stock price has negative drift. Figure 6 .2(a) shows that the optimal repurchase price for both problems is inversely related to volatility. In essence, a higher volatility increases the trader's incentive to wait for the stock price to reach a lower level before closing out, since it increases the likelihood that a lower level will be reached quickly. This is analogous to the situation with American puts, where higher volatilities correspond to a lower early exercise boundaries. 9 However, the optimal repurchase prices for the two problems diverge as the stock price volatility increases, since a higher volatility increases the likelihood that the collateral boundary will be breached before the short sale can be closed out profitably, in the constrained case.
In Figure 6 .2(b) we see that the value function for the unconstrained short selling problem increases monotonically as the volatility of the stock price increases. This is analogous to the positive dependence of American option prices on the volatilities of their underlying assets (see Ekström 2004) . By contrast, the value function for the constrained short selling problem initially increases as the volatility of the stock price increases, before subsequently decreasing. This reflects a tradeoff, where a higher volatility increases the likelihood of the optimal repurchase price being reached quickly, while simultaneously increasing the likelihood that the trader will run out of collateral. The former effect dominates when the volatility of the stock price is low, while the latter effect dominates when it is high. The prices of knock-out barrier options exhibit 8 A possible refinement to our model would be to incorporate parameter uncertainty and learning into the trader's close-out decision, along the lines followed by Ekström and Lu (2011) . They considered an investor whose choice of when to liquidate a pre-existing stock holding is confounded by uncertainty about the drift rate of the stock price. In their model, the investor updates his prior belief about the drift rate by observing the stock price over time. They showed that the investor's optimal strategy is to liquidate as soon as the stock price falls below a certain time-dependent boundary.
9
To justify this analogy, note that the constrained short selling problem (2.9) is similar to the pricing problem for an up-and-out at-the-money perpetual American put, while the unconstrained short selling problem (5.4) is similar to the pricing problem for a vanilla at-the-money perpetual American put. Figure 6 .2. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the volatility of the stock price, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is negative.
a similar non-monotonic dependence on the the volatilities of their underlying assets, for the same reason (see Derman and Kani 1996) .
10 Figure 6 .3 illustrates the dependence of the optimal repurchase price and value function on the volatility of the stock price, for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is positive. Once again, the optimal repurchase price for both problems is decreasing with respect to volatility, as is evident from Figure 6 .3(a). However, volatility drives a larger wedge between the optimal close-out strategies for the two problems, than is the case when the drift rate is negative. For example, the difference between the constrained and unconstrained optimal repurchase prices is approximately $0.26 − $0.22 = $0.04 when σ = 0.5, in the negative drift scenario, while it is around $0.52 − $0.25 = $0.27 in the positive drift scenario. This indicates that high volatility levels exacerbate the effect of positive drift, by making it more likely that the constrained trader will run out of collateral, relative to the situation when the drift rate is negative. As a result, the optimal close-out strategy for the constrained short selling problem is more conservative relative to the optimal close-out strategy for the unconstrained problem, when the drift rate is positive.
In the case of the constrained short selling problem, Figure 6 .3(a) indicates that the position should be closed out immediately (z * = $1.00 = x) when the drift rate of the stock price is positive and its volatility is small. If the stock is sold short under those circumstances, the positive drift rate will dominate the small volatility, causing a large proportion of stock price paths to reach the collateral barrier before the position can be closed out profitably. On the other hand, it is always optimal to wait before closing out the short position in the unconstrained case, even when the drift rate is positive and the volatility is small. However, the optimal repurchase price converges to the initial stock price as the volatility decreases, with immediate close-out being optimal in the zero-volatility limit. This is because the stock price will appreciate deterministically in that case, ruling out any possibility of profitable close-out. Figure 6 .3. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the volatility of the stock price, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is positive.
In Figure 6 .3(b) we see that the value function for the constrained short selling problem continues to exhibit a non-monotonic dependence on volatility when the drift rate of the stock price is positive. However, we observe that the value of the constrained short sale is small relative to its value when the drift rate is negative, due to the fact that collateral exhaustion is much more likely to occur in the positive drift scenario. By contrast, the unconstrained short selling problem displays a modest decline in value across all volatilities, when the negative drift scenario is compared with the positive drift scenario. As expected from our analysis of the optimal close-out strategies for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, we see that volatility drives a larger wedge between their value functions when the drift rate is positive, than when it is negative. For example, the difference in values for the constrained and unconstrained problems is approximately $0.51 − $0.32 = $0.19 when σ = 0.5, in the negative drift case, while it is around $0.47 − $0.07 = $0.40 in the positive drift case. 6.4. The impact of a change in the discount rate. In Figure 6 .4 we see how the optimal repurchase price and value function depend on the discount rate, for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, in the case when the drift rate of the stock price is negative. Figure 6 .4(a) reveals that there is little difference between the optimal close-out strategies for the two problems, irrespective of the discount rate. In both cases, the optimal repurchase price increases monotonically with respect to the discount rate, since a higher discount rate imposes a larger penalty for waiting. Figure 6 .4(b) indicates that the unconstrained short sale is considerably more valuable than the constrained short sale when the discount rate is small, but the difference becomes smaller as the discount rate increases. For example, the difference between the value functions is approximately $1.00−$0.60 = $0.40 when r = 0, but decreases to around $0.26 − $0.23 = $0.03 when r = 0.1. The reason is that losses due to collateral exhaustion are more costly, in present value terms, when the discount rate is low than when it is high. Given that it generally takes a long time for the stock price to reach the collateral barrier, a higher discount rate means the loss incurred when the collateral barrier is eventually reached is less significant, in present value terms. Figure 6 .4. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the discount rate, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is negative. Figure 6 .5 illustrates the dependence of the optimal repurchase price and value function on the discount rate, for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, in the case when the drift rate of the stock price is positive. Figure 6 .5(a) shows that the optimal repurchase price for the unconstrained problem increases monotonically with the discount rate, as it does when the stock price has negative drift. However, the behaviour of the optimal repurchase price for the constrained problem is more interesting when the drift rate is positive. When r ≤ 0.03, immediate close-out is optimal (z * = $1.00 = x), but waiting is optimal when r > 0.03. Moreover, as the discount rate increases further, the optimal repurchase prices for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems appear to converge. For example, the difference between the optimal repurchase prices for the two problems is $1.00 − $0.00 = $1.00 when r = 0, but it is only about $0.60 − $0.55 = $0.05 when r = 0.1. To explain these features, note that a positive drift rate ensures a high likelihood of running out of collateral before the constrained short sale can be closed out profitably, resulting in a substantial loss. When the discount rate is low, that loss is very significant, in present value terms. However, as the discount rate increases, its present value becomes less significant, since the stock price generally takes a long time to reach the collateral barrier. Ultimately, the loss due to collateral exhaustion becomes so small, in present value terms, that it plays no role in determining the optimal close-out strategy for the constrained short selling problem.
In the case of the unconstrained short selling problem, Figure 6 .5(b) reveals that the dependence of the value function on the discount rate does not change much when the drift rate of the stock price is positive. However, the value function for the constrained short selling problem behaves very differently with respect to the discount rate, in the positive drift case. In particular, since immediate close-out is optimal when the discount rate is small, the value functions for the constrained and unconstrained problems are significantly different then. But since the optimal close-out policies for the two problems apparently converge as the discount rate increases, their value functions appear to converge too. For example, the difference between the values for the Figure 6 .5. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the discount rate, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is positive.
constrained and unconstrained short selling problems is $1.00 − $0.00 = $1.00 when r = 0, but it is only around $0.21 − $0.15 = $0.06 when r = 0.1.
6.5. The impact of a change in the recall intensity. The optimal repurchase price and value function for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems are displayed as functions of the recall intensity in Figure 6 .6, in the case when the drift rate of the stock price is negative. The optimal repurchase price for the unconstrained problem is naturally unaffected by the recall intensity, as is evident in Figure 6 .6(a). However, the optimal repurchase price for the constrained problem increases as the recall intensity increases. Essentially, a higher recall intensity increases the likelihood of recall at an inopportune time. Consequently, the optimal repurchase price for the constrained short selling problem becomes more conservative as the recall intensity increases, which drives a wedge between the optimal close-out strategies for the two problems. For example, the difference between the optimal repurchase prices for the two problems is approximately $0.36 − $0.36 = $0.00 when λ = 0, but it increases to around $0.45 − $0.36 = $0.09 when λ = 0.1.
In Figure 6 .6(b) we see that the value function for the unconstrained short selling problem is unaffected by the recall intensity, as expected, in the negative drift case. However, the value function for the constrained problem is monotonically decreasing with respect to the recall intensity. This reflects the fact that a higher recall intensity forces the trader to adopt a less optimal repurchase price, relative to the unconstrained problem, with a corresponding loss in value. To quantify the loss due to the possibility of recall, when the drift rate of the stock price is negative, we observe that the difference between the value functions for the two problems is approximately $0.36−$0.35 = $0.01 when λ = 0, and increases to around $0.36 − $0.13 = $0.23 when λ = 0.1. Figure 6 .7 plots the optimal repurchase price and value function for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems as functions of the recall intensity, in the case when the drift rate of the stock price is positive. As expected, Figure 6 .7(a) shows that the optimal repurchase price for the unconstrained problem is invariant with respect to changes in the recall intensity, while the optimal repurchase price for the constrained problem increases monotonically as the recall intensity increases. The Figure 6 .6. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the recall intensity, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is negative. Figure 6.7. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the recall intensity, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is positive.
difference between the optimal repurchase prices for the two problems is approximately $0.58 − $0.45 = $0.13 when λ = 0, and increases to around $0.90 − $0.45 = $0.45 when λ = 0.1. Since recall is impossible when λ = 0, the difference in that case is entirely attributable to the impact of margin risk. Figure 6 .7(b) confirms that the value function for the unconstrained problem does not depend on the recall intensity, when the drift rate is positive, while the value function for the constrained problem is monotonically decreasing in that parameter. To quantify the loss of value due to the possibility of recall, we observe that the difference between the two value functions is approximately $0.29 − $0.11 = $0.18 when λ = 0, and increases to about $0.29 − $0.00 = $0.29 when λ = 0.1. Since recall is impossible in the former case, the loss of value is entirely due to the possibility of running out of collateral. Figure 6 .8. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the collateral budget, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is negative.
6.6. The impact of a change in the collateral budget. Figure 6 .8 illustrates the dependence of the optimal repurchase price and value function for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems on collateral availability, if the drift rate of the stock price is negative. Figure 6 .8(a) confirms that the collateral budget has no impact on the optimal close-out strategy for the unconstrained problem, but we observe a dramatic impact on the optimal close-out strategy for the constrained problem. In particular, it is optimal to close the constrained short sale out as soon as the stock price reaches z * = $0.61, if the margin calls arising from potential future stock price increases cannot be funded at all, but the optimal repurchase price declines rapidly as the collateral budget increases. The difference between the optimal repurchase prices for the two problems is around $0.61 − $0.36 = $0.25 when c = $0.00, but it decreases quickly and ultimately stabilises at $0.37 − $0.36 = $0.01 when c = $100.00. With that much collateral available, margin risk is unimportant, and the difference between the optimal repurchase prices for the two problems can be attributed purely to the possibility of early recall. As expected, Figure 6 .8(b) reveals that margin risk has no impact on the value of the unconstrained short sale, while its impact on the value of the constrained short sale is dramatic. In particular, the constrained short position is valueless when there is no collateral to fund margin calls, but its value increases rapidly as the collateral budget increases. We can quantify the impact of collateral on the loss of value due to the short selling constraints, by examining the difference between the constrained and unconstrained value functions for different levels of the collateral budget. For example, the difference between the value functions is approximately $0.36 − $0.00 = $0.36 when c = $0.00, but it decreases quickly and ultimately stabilises at $0.36 − $0.31 = $0.05 when c = $100. Since margin risk is essentially irrelevant in that case, the difference between the value functions for the two problems is exclusively due to the impact of recall risk.
In Figure 6 .9 we observe how the optimal repurchase price and value function for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems depend on the collateral budget, in the case when the drift rate of the stock price is positive. Once again, Figure 6.9. The dependence of the optimal close-out price and the value function on the collateral budget, for the constrained (solid red curve) and unconstrained (dashed blue curve) short selling problems, when the drift rate of the stock price is positive.
the optimal repurchase price for the unconstrained problem is unaffected by collateral availability, as evident from Figure 6 .9(a), while the optimal repurchase price for the constrained problem is very sensitive to the collateral budget. If c ≤ $4.00, we see that immediate close-out (z * = $1.00 = x) of the constrained short sale is optimal, since the collateral budget is insufficient to fund the margin calls that are likely to occur before the position can be closed-out profitably. However, as the amount of available collateral increases beyond c = $4.00, the optimal repurchase price for the constrained short selling problem decreases rapidly, before levelling off. To assess the impact of collateral availability on the optimal close-out strategies for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, we observe that the difference between the optimal repurchase prices is initially $1.00 − $0.45 = $0.55 when c = $0.00. However, it quickly declines and achieves an ultimate value of around $0.60 − $0.45 = $0.15 when c = $100.00. With access to that much collateral, margin risk is virtually irrelevant, implying that the difference between the optimal close-out strategies is almost entirely attributable to the impact of recall risk. Figure 6 .9(b) shows that the value function for the constrained short selling problem increases monotonically with respect to the collateral budget, when the drift rate of the stock price is positive, as it does in the negative drift scenario. We observe that the value of the constrained short sale is zero when c ≤ $4.00, since immediate close-out is optimal in that case, but it gradually increases as the amount of available collateral increases beyond c = $4.00. By contrast, the value function for the unconstrained short selling problem is invariant with respect to changes in the collateral budget. To understand how the amount of available collateral affects the loss due to margin risk and recall risk in the positive drift case, we calculate the difference between the value functions for the constrained and unconstrained short selling problems, using different values for the collateral budget. For example, the difference between the value functions is $0.29 − $0.00 = $0.29 when c = $0.00, after which it slowly declines and reaches an ultimate value of around $0.29 − $0.10 = $0.19 when c = $100.00. In that case, the collateral budget is large enough for margin risk to be unimportant, which implies that loss in value between the constrained and unconstrained short sales is entirely due to the possibility of early recall.
